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Simulations of the dissociation of small helium clusters with ab initio molecular

dynamics in electronically excited states

Kristina D. Closser,1, 2 Oliver Gessner,2 and Martin Head-Gordon1, 2, a)

1)Department of Chemistry, University of California: Berkeley,

Berkeley CA

2)Ultrafast X-Ray Science Laboratory, Chemical Sciences Division,

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley CA

(Dated: 7 March 2014)

The dynamics resulting from electronic excitations of helium clusters were explored

using ab initio molecular dynamics. The simulations were performed with configu-

ration interaction singles (CIS) and adiabatic classical dynamics coupled to a state-

following algorithm. 100 different configurations of He7 were excited into the 2s and

2p manifold for a total of 2800 trajectories. While the most common outcome (90%)

was complete fragmentation to 6 ground state atoms and 1 excited state atom, 3% of

trajectories yielded bound, He∗2, and < 0.5% yielded an excited helium trimer. The

nature of the dynamics, kinetic energy release and connections to experiments are

discussed.

a)Electronic mail: mhg@cchem.berkeley.edu
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I. INTRODUCTION

The apparent, beautiful simplicity and unique properties of pure helium clusters attract

ever increasing attention to their fundamental properties and potential applications.1–7 Ex-

cited states of helium clusters are interesting from a basic science perspective, in particular,

for the study of solvent-solute interactions such as energy- and charge-transfer between the

superfluid helium matrix and dopant atoms and molecules.3,6,8

Despite a growing number of experimental and theoretical studies, it is only quite re-

cently that the tools have become available for detailing the electronic structure of excited

helium clusters and to follow their dynamic evolution.8–13 Experimentally, generating suffi-

cient energy (> 20 eV) for electronic excitations, the non-uniformity of the cluster sizes, and

the multitude of simultaneously progressing dynamic channels pose significant challenges.3,14

Recent work by the Berkeley Lab group has added greatly to the current understanding of

electronically excited states and found, at least for large clusters, that excitations lead to

different relaxation channels based on the energy and location of the initial excitation.9–12

However, significant uncertainties remain on the mechanism of the excitation decay, espe-

cially at the atomic scale.

Theoretical studies of helium clusters have also been rather limited due to the inherent

challenges in computing excited states of extended systems with many nearly degenerate

states. Large scale semi-empirical models, such as the step potential model with hard sphere

scattering,11,12 and the liquid drop model,3,15 do not contain any microscopic information

and are not capable of capturing atomic level details. Ab initio dynamics of ground-state

neutral16,17 and ionized helium clusters18 have been investigated, but dynamics in the excited

states remain elusive. Our earlier work19 on 7- and 25-atom clusters and that of von Haeften

and Fink20 on He7 probed the vertically excited states of small helium clusters yielding

insight at the atomic level for static states. However, these did not account for any dynamics

resulting from the initial excitation.

Treating both the nuclei and electrons quantum mechanically rapidly becomes intractable

as the system size grows. Thus, most ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) calculations

rely on mixed quantum-classical methods where the nuclei are propagated classically and

the electrons quantum mechanically on a single state of the system. Adiabatic or Born-

Oppenheimer AIMD of ground electronic states has an extensive history and can be a useful
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tool for studying non-stationary systems.21,22 This method does not require any foreknowl-

edge of the behavior of the system, and the adiabatic approximation is generally valid as

long as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation holds. Near conical intersections and avoided

crossings, the motion of nuclei and electrons cannot be straightforwardly separated and the

adiabatic picture breaks down.

Attempts to expand AIMD to excited states and non-adiabatic dynamics have met with

varying degrees of success.23–30 The most common methods for contending with interact-

ing potential surfaces, which give rise to non-adiabatic transitions, are variations of Tully’s

surface hopping.31–33 Surface hopping algorithms probabilistically allow switching between

surfaces and necessarily involve large numbers of trajectories for each initial state. They

also lack a fully rigorous derivation, and are especially problematic when multiple nearly

degenerate regions exist or when passing through more than one interaction region.34,35 Alter-

native methods for computing molecular dynamics involve following the excited state Born-

Oppenheimer (adiabatic) surface, transforming to a diabatic representation, and Ehrenfest

(mean-field) dynamics36. All of these also have their weaknesses. Purely Born-Oppenheimer

dynamics often do not give physically relevant results,37 converting to diabatic represen-

tations is not entirely well defined,38,39 and Eherenfest dynamics are not microscopically

reversible.36

Our primary interest here is to determine the fate of helium cluster excitations. Since the

excitations are into a dense manifold of states it is impractical to run statistically relevant

numbers of trajectories in all possible states. Thus, we have adopted a slightly different

approach and use a deterministic algorithm, which is similar to Born-Oppenheimer dynamics

much of the time, but preferentially follows the diabatic state when near-degeneracies occur.

A single trajectory for each excited state is launched with zero kinetic energy, which implies

that all kinetic energy developed during the course of the trajectory is a direct result of the

forces exerted by the excited state. After the initial excitation, a recently developed state

following algorithm selects the subsequent state based on the character and energy of the

previous state.40

The high cost of calculating trajectories “on the fly” dictates the underlying electronic

structure method be as efficient as possible. For excited states, time-dependent density

functional theory (TDDFT) is often the best option. It is efficient and can give very good

results, provided the functional is chosen carefully.25,26,30 Wavefunction based methods may
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also be attractive in some cases as they generally have more predictable errors. However,

with the notable exceptions of configuration interaction singles (CIS) and time-dependent

Hartree-Fock (TDHF), they are computationally more demanding.23,27,28 For most systems

CIS and TDHF yield poorer results than TDDFT due to the lack of electron-correlation, but

in certain circumstances the may be preferable. One such instance is with Rydberg states

that suffer from self-interaction error for standard density functionals.41,42

Previously, we reported19 theoretical studies on the static excited states of small clusters

(Hen, n = 7, 25) for 2s and 2p excited states. It was found that a good description of the

excited states could be obtained using comparatively cheap CIS calculations and that the

excitation depth, at least for the 2s and 2p states, correlated strongly with the blue shift

of the excitation. Here, we investigate the fate of He7 excitations by AIMD coupled with

state following, and present the results of atomically resolved dynamics for relaxation of He∗7

clusters excited initially into the n = 2 manifold (< 23 eV).

II. METHODS

We compute helium cluster excited states using configuration interaction singles (CIS)

and use standard Born-Oppenheimer dynamics coupled with a state-following algorithm to

determine their fates. The overlap of the attachment and detachment densities from nearby

excited states assesses their character and determines their population from the current

state when near degeneracies occur. All calculations run on a single processor using a

developmental version of Q-Chem 4.043.

A. Geometries

We generate the initial cluster geometries as in our previous work19. A random distance

between 0 and 3 Å is added to the x, y, and z coordinates of each atom in a 3 Å octahedral

cluster44. The randomized cluster is then optimized using MP2 with a standard Pople 6-

311G basis set. Due to the extremely shallow potential well, a myriad of local minima

with similar energies exist, and no duplicate geometries occurred for 100 such clusters.

The spread of the ground state MP2 energies for the optimized clusters is 6 meV, which

is extremely small relative to the excitation energies & 21 eV, and the errors in CIS are
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generally far larger than this difference. The average inter-atomic distance for He7 clusters

generated using this randomization procedure is 3.7 Å, which is very close to the previously

determined pair-distribution function result of 3.60 Å for much larger clusters.45,46 Selecting

only the absolute nearest-neighbor distance for each initial geometry yields an average of

3.0 Å, which also correlates very closely to the large cluster nearest-neighbor distance of

≈ 3.05 Å.45,46

In such small clusters the definition of surface and bulk states is ill-defined. The surface

region for large, finite clusters may be defined by the variation of the bulk value, which, for

large helium droplets (HeN , N ≥ 1000), is ≈ 6 Å thick.3,47 The absolute largest interatomic

distance in the model systems presented here was 7.6 Å, and thus these calculations do not

include bulk effects. However, microscopic dynamics in large helium clusters are frequently

discussed considering local atom-atom interactions in which the droplet environment sur-

rounding an excited atom is represented either by an average potential or by a single nearest

neighbor atom.11,15,48–50 The dynamics simulations presented here offer an opportunity to

extend this picture to a quantitative description of excitations and interactions including

virtually all nearest neighbor atoms of an excited cluster moiety. This approach may provide

valuable benchmarks, in particular, to guide the interpretation of experiments that provide

increasing evidence for marked differences between dynamics proceeding in the bulk and

surface regions of large helium clusters.11,12,51,52

B. Vertical excitations

The excited state energies and forces are calculated with CIS53,54 in the 6-311(2+)G Pople

basis. This is the standard 6-311G basis supplemented with two sets of diffuse functions and

is the smallest basis yielding qualitatively good results for the n = 2 excitation manifold. The

first set of diffuse functions uses the coefficients from Yin and MacKerell55, and the second

set results from scaling the exponents of the first by 1/3.32.19 CIS is among the lowest scaling

ab initio methods for excited states and, for small helium clusters, gives results qualitatively

similar to higher level wavefunction methods such as equation of motion coupled-cluster

singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD).19,56 Contrasted with single-point calculations, the impact

of computational cost increases dramatically for trajectory calculations, therefore a low-

scaling method is crucial for AIMD calculations. The density functional equivalent of CIS is
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the Tamm-Dancoff approximation to TDDFT.57–59 However, self-interaction error is an issue

with standard density functionals when computing diffuse Rydberg states so a wavefunction

based method is preferred in this instance.41,42

In addition to the energy, when performing dynamics simulations the electronic gradient

of the excited state will also be crucial. To asses whether the CIS forces were reasonable we

also computed the initial forces using EOM-CCSD. The average magnitude of the CIS forces

is 0.036 eV/Å and for EOM-CCSD is 0.041 eV/Å. Subtracting the EOM-CCSD gradient

from the CIS gradient component-wise and then evaluating the magnitude of the difference

gave a root mean square deviation of 0.002 eV/Å. Thus, the CIS forces are slightly smaller

in magnitude (99% confidence).

C. Dynamics

Classical nuclear dynamics with a standard velocity-Verlet algorithm60 propagate the

nuclei. Each atom is initialized with zero velocity so that all kinetic energy (KE) developed

during the course of the trajectory is due to excited state forces. The selection of the

electronic state at each time-step is based on a newly developed algorithm that will be

briefly described here and detailed in a forthcoming publication.40

We compute the AIMD trajectories using a step size of 5 a.u. ≈ 0.1 fs (1 a.u. = 0.0242

fs) for a minimum of 242 fs (2000 steps) and a maximum of 968 fs (8000 steps). In order to

optimize computational resources, any time a trajectory clearly results in full fragmentation

or reaches a stationary point, the calculation terminates. Cluster trajectories associated

with partial fragmentation that do not stagnate are computed until the maximal time. The

criteria we use for halting the trajectories are the magnitude of the electronic gradient at the

current time step (< 1×10−4 Eh/ao), and either the difference in energy (< 1×10−8 Eh) or

the difference in magnitude of all atomic displacements ( < 1.2×10−4 Å) between successive

time steps. This produces essentially the same product distribution as if all trajectories were

run to 968 fs.

All 28 singlet n = 2 vertically excited states are populated at t0 and subsequent electronic

states are selected based on energy and character. Most often this corresponds to simply

following the adiabatic surface, but if multiple states exist very near each other the character

of the nearby states is evaluated and the one with the most similar character is chosen
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provided there is an obvious choice. Curve crossings in helium clusters with this method are

quite rare events. The majority of the trajectories (≈ 60%) experience 0 crossings and 90%

have ≤ 10 crossings. Also, despite the high density of states there is rarely uncertainty about

which state should be chosen. About 0.05% of the time steps had nearly degenerate states

that could not be described well in terms of the character of the state from the previous

time step. Of these uncertain steps, 40% result from basis set discontinuities, which can

occur when atoms collide.

The definition of nearness to a given state k (energy Ek) is controlled by the user-set

parameter γE such that all states n within the window En < (Ek ± γE) are accessible and

γE = 0 corresponds to pure adiabatic dynamics. The estimated En for the current time

step includes the energy of the previous state and the propagated kinetic energy. For helium

clusters a value corresponding to γE = 0.0005 Eh (≈ 0.01 eV and roughly 0.5% of the n = 2

excited state band) is chosen. This window is sufficient to contain all nearly degenerate states

while preventing erroneous switching into a state of a similar character but significantly

different energy. The trajectory fates are relatively insensitive to this parameter. However,

if chosen to be too large for the system (e.g. 0.5 eV), unphysical, non-energy conserving

products can result. For example multiple dimers can form that have a total energy much

higher than the initial excitation.

If no more than one state is predicted to be near state k at time ti the state closest in

energy is chosen for ti+1. When multiple states may be accessed their attachment (A) and

detachment (D) densities are compared to those of the previous state. This provides an over-

lap metric for the particle and hole densities which is not sensitive to phase instabilities.61

A scale from 0-1 is used where a value of 0 indicates that both densities have no points in

common and 1 correlates to states with identical densities at ti and ti+1. The magnitude of

the difference density, S = 1 − 1
2

∣∣Ati+1
−Ati − (Dti+1

−Dti)
∣∣, defines the similarity scale.

To determine similar character a threshold of 50% (S ≥ 0.5) was used and the state with the

largest overlap greater than this value was selected. The dynamics are also not highly sensi-

tive to this threshold for a wide range of values and it primarily exists for other applications

of this state-following algorithm, such as in excited-state geometry optimizations.40 In the

occasional instance where a time step did have an overlap below the γS the state following

code defaulted to selecting the adiabatic state (nearest in energy). This uncertainty in state

selection occurred in ≈ 0.05% of the time steps and was often due to basis set discontinu-
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ities (primarily when atoms collide) or when passing through a conical intersection where

all states dramatically change character between time ti and ti+1.

State-switching was found to be quite a rare event. The majority (56%) of the trajectories

had no changes, 87% had ≤ 5 and 90% had ≤ 10 state-switches. Furthermore, when

considering all computed time steps (7.7 × 106) only 1.4 × 104 (≤ 0.02%) steps had a

state that changed from the previous step. Thus, this dynamics algorithm produces largely

adiabatic trajectories, with state switches based on the excited-state character allowed only

when more than one state occurs in a small energy window.

Trajectories were initialized on all helium n = 2 states accessible by single photon ab-

sorption. CIS does not allow changes in electron spin and helium has low spin-orbit coupling

so triplet states are neglected and only singlet states are computed. In He7 clusters, the

seven lowest-energy states correspond to superpositions of 2s ← 1s atomic-like excitations

and 8 through 28 correspond to superpositions of 2p ← 1s. Conservatively, for 2s ← 1s

and 2p ← 1s transitions, 14 states and 28 states respectively are calculated at each step

along the trajectory. Energy conservation dictates the potential energy must decrease for

any increase in KE so only states with potential energies lower than the initial excitation

are ever accessible. A significant energy gap between the highest energy n = 2 state and

the lowest n = 3 state prohibits crossing into a state with n ≥ 3 for any initial excitations

to the n = 2 manifold. Finally, even though by single photon excitation the p states are

primarily populated, we consider all singlet 2s and 2p states for each of the 100 He7 clusters

as it is possible for a 2p state to undergo a non-radiative transition into a 2s state. Thus, a

total of 2800 trajectories were computed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The density of states in the n = 2 singlet manifold is shown in fig. 1 for all 100 of the He7

clusters. There are two distinct bands peaked at the atomic 2s and 2p states. While some

mixing of states was observed in the vertical excitation, it was always fairly straightforward

to classify the state as dominantly 2s− or 2p−like (σ− or π−like). This is due to the energy

separation between the s− and p−type states of helium. The bands are strongly skewed with

blue shifted tails and the n = 2 manifold spans over 2 eV. Note that these are calculated

with CIS/6-311(2+)G and are shifted by ≈ 0.6 eV from the generally accepted values.62
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This constant shift is due to the error inherent to CIS and this finite basis,19 and as we focus

on qualitative effects the results are presented in their uncorrected form.

The single photon excitation spectrum is also given in the inset of fig. 1. It is estimated

by weighting the density of states with the oscillator strengths. As expected from dipole se-

lection rules, the p states strongly dominate in intensity, though there is a small contribution

from s−type states due to s and p mixing. Trajectories are initiated in all states, although

in single photon experiments the population of 2p states clearly dwarfs the 2s states.

Much information and some calibration of the expectations can be obtained by analyzing

He2 and so we begin there before detailing the results of the He7 cluster dynamics.

A. Helium Dimer

In order to develop a qualitative intuition for the excited-state forces that drive nuclear

motion during cluster relaxation, we first analyze the potential energy curves of helium

dimers in the n = 2 Rydberg manifold. The potential curves were calculated using the same

model chemistry that was used for the trajectory calculations, CIS/6-311(2+)G, so that we

can directly apply the dimer results to what is expected using this method. Figure 2 shows

the ground and first 8 excited states of the neutral dimer as well as the ground state of the

cation, He+2 .

The essentially unbound ground molecular state (1Σg), dissociates into two 1s ground

state atoms. Since He atoms contain two paired electrons in the filled 1s shell, the separated

atoms are extremely stable and do not readily bond with each other. He2 is completely

unbound in the mean-field limit and must rely on dispersive forces to obtain its extremely

shallow potential well.63 This is also what one would predict from the textbook molecular

orbital (MO) picture because the ground-state dimer has four electrons with equal numbers

in bonding (1σ) and anti-bonding (1σ∗) orbitals.

The excited states of helium all necessarily involve higher principle quantum numbers,

n ≥ 2, and, contrasting with the ground state, some of the excited states exhibit regions of

significant binding. Again, this can be predicted by basic MO theory; in the lowest excited

states of He2 an electron from a 1σ∗ orbital is promoted to a bonding orbital (2σ or 2π). In

atomic He∗ the excited electron enters a diffuse Rydberg orbital and although it is neutral

it may be interpreted as a positively charged He+ core with a distant electron. Similarly,
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excited states of the dimer behave as a He+2 core surrounded by a remote electron, though

this trend does not obviously hold for larger excited clusters.64,65 In He+2 the atoms are

actually held together by electrostatic forces and thus He∗2 has a very stable bound core.

The lowest excited state dissociation limit is the doubly degenerate He(1s)+He(2s) which

is followed by the sextuply degenerate He(1s)+He(2p). The fourth dissociation limit in

fig. 2 results in ionized He+(1s)+He(1s). In order to properly describe states with n ≥ 3 a

significantly larger basis is required and these states will not be discussed further.

At equilibrium, the first excited state is bound by just over 2 eV and has σs character.

The second and third states are of π character resulting from the px and py atomic orbitals

with one dissociating to atomic 1s+2s and the other to 1s+2p. The σpz state resulting from

the pz atomic orbitals is actually the fifth state when ordered energetically. It is significantly

higher in energy than the other bonding states and also has a lower binding energy of 0.5 eV.

The corresponding σ∗
s , σ

∗
pz and doubly degenerate π∗ are also shown in the figure. All of the

asymptotically anti-bonding states have bonding character at short internuclear distances.

The potential well minima lie at least ≈ 0.5 eV below the correlated dissociation limits, with

the exception of σ∗
pz , which is barely bound. A close inspection of fig. 2 reveals that the

potential minimum of all He∗2 states occurs at 1.1 Å as does the He+2 ground state. This is

consistent with interpreting He∗2 as a cationic core with a distant and diffuse excited electron.

At larger inter-atomic distances & 3 Å, the excited states of the dimer are all very weakly

attractive or repulsive. Of these 3/8 are attractive and tend towards the bound region,

and 5/8 are repulsive resulting in fully-separated atoms. Thus we expect the majority of

trajectories to dissociate, and those that do remain bound will likely contain significant

vibrational energy.

Using a harmonic approximation the vibrational state spacing in both the ground state

of He+2 and first exited state of He2 is roughly 1600 cm−1. This corresponds to a zero-point

energy of ≈ 800 cm−1 and an oscillation period of approximately 21 fs. Fitting to a Morse

potential reveals that vibrational states near the top of the well have periods over an order of

magnitude longer. The π and σs excited states are the broadest and, thus, they are expected

to support longer periods than other He∗2 states which have narrower and shallower wells.
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B. Illustrative trajectories

Sample trajectories for He∗7 clusters are shown in fig. 3. Snapshots of the atoms every 1

fs are shown, with the final geometry given by the large (red) atoms. The most commonly

observed outcome is full fragmentation into seven separate atoms one of which carries the

electronic excitation, He∗ + 6 He. In principle excited clusters from He∗2 to He∗7 can also be

formed although only He∗2 and He∗3 are observed. In the dimer the majority of the excited

states are weakly repulsive at interatomic distances that are characteristic of those found

in the interior of large clusters (fig. 2). Thus, it may be expected that a He7 cluster most

commonly undergoes full dissociation after excitation, but we may also anticipate effects

of attractive forces at short internuclear distances which give rise to complex relaxation

dynamics.

1. Atomization

Two possible ways full fragmentation may occur include direct dissociation as illustrated

by the trajectory in fig. 3a or involving collisions between atoms as shown in fig. 3b. This

fragmentation is to six ground state atoms and one atom that is excited to a 2s or 2p state.

The excitation localizes onto a single atom at large internuclear separations as the vertical

excitation energy is not large enough to support multiple excited atoms.

Careful attachment and detachment analysis was performed for many individual trajec-

tories. Figure 4 illustrates detachment (red) and attachment (blue) densities at various steps

along the trajectory shown in fig. 3a. The initial excitation into a semi-delocalized 2s−type

orbital moves about the cluster before settling onto a single atom after ≈ 200 fs, where it

remains for the duration of the trajectory. The two time steps in fig. 4d have slightly differ-

ent atomic positions, but the excitation is qualitatively the same in both. Figure 5 shows

the densities associated with the colliding trajectory of fig. 3b. Here, an initially delocalized

2p−state localizes onto two atoms beginning around t = 12 fs (fig. 5b). This excited dimer

then undergoes an elastic collision between 90 and 120 fs. The atoms do not remain together

because the kinetic energy of their approach, which is not dissipated by interactions with

additional atoms, is too high to allow bonding in this case. Ultimately, this cluster fully

dissociates and results in a single 2s excited atom by ≈ 300 fs (fig. 5f).
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2. Dimerization

Approximately 3% of all trajectories lead to the formation of stable, excited dimers. The

dimers form with varying amounts of vibrational energy as illustrated by the trajectories in

fig. 3c and fig. 3d. Longer periods of vibration usually, and for purposes of this study, always

correspond to states with higher vibrational energy. As seen in fig. 2, for bound states the

potential well broadens as the vibrational excitation increases and the corresponding decrease

in the potential gradient leads to longer vibrational periods.

Figure 6 shows the detachment/attachment density evolution associated with the dimer

forming trajectory of fig. 3d. Here, the initial excited state is a highly delocalized super-

position of atomic 2p ← 1s states. At ≈ 120 fs some localization is observed, and by 240

fs the excitation has fully localized onto a single pair of atoms. Note that the apparent

partial charge-transfer character (spatial separation of red and blue zones) of the state in

of fig. 6b is an artifact due to the graphic representation of the isosurface; decreasing the

contour value reveals the attachment density also surrounds the atom that appears to carry

isolated detachment densities. In fig. 6c the dimer is in a π state that morphs into a σ∗

state (fig. 6d) and back to a π state (fig. 6e). In this case it occurs through a series of

non-adiabatic transitions. The vibronic oscillation of the excited dimer continues to the end

of the 968 fs trajectory with an average period of 88.5 fs. The vibrational period of this

dimer is long compared with that of the trajectory shown in fig. 3c indicating that different

states of He∗2 are formed. The trajectory of fig. 3c also happens to form a π-state dimer,

but with much lower vibrational energy. In addition to varying vibrational periods we also

observed dimers in nearly all possible electronic states: σs, σ
∗
s , π, π

∗, and σpz . Figure 7

shows sample attachment densities for each type of He∗2 electronic state at the final point of

their respective trajectories.

3. Trimerization

Even more rarely, He∗3 fragments are detected. Figure 3e shows the formation of an

excited trimer and fig. 8 shows the corresponding attachment and detachment densities.

Here the state is initially more or less a localized 2p ← 1s atomic state with very small

excitation amplitudes on neighboring atoms. The excitation then spreads until it is located
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on two non-adjacent atoms separated by over 5 Å. Between 280 and 660 fs (figs. 8e to 8i) the

excitation remains on the same two atoms and undergoes oscillations of the excited state

density on a time scale of ≈ 100 fs. After 660 fs, the excitation spreads to the middle atom

of the trimer and then remains on all three atoms for the duration of the trajectory (figs. 8j

to 8l). The excitation does not appreciably spread over all three atoms until the distance

between the central atom and each of the side atoms is less than ≈ 3 Å.

The excited trimer, He∗3, is very weakly bound according to high-level theoretical cal-

culations (2.27 mK ≈ 2 × 10−4 meV) and has not been observed experimentally.66,67 The

corresponding linear cation He+3 , is strongly bound relative to 3 fully separated atoms but

only weakly relative to He+2 + He. Careful calculations (CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ) have de-

termined He+3 to be bound by 2.65 eV relative to the three-body dissociation limit and only

by 0.29 eV relative to He+2 + He.64 The CIS/6-311(2+)G values relevant for this work are

1.6 eV relative to 2He + He+ and 0.01 eV relative to He+2 + He. While it is clear that our

low-level calculations of He+3 yield much smaller energies than the CCSD(T) results they

qualitatively agree. Due to the very weak binding energy of He∗3 and the instability of He+3

relative to He+2 , we did not anticipate observing any trimers from small He7 clusters. The

conditions required to form the trimer are quite precise and it is very rarely (< 0.5%) that

the atoms approach slowly enough to form the excited trimer. To form a trimer, the atoms

never approach as closely as in the vibrating dimer and all three atoms must contain very

low kinetic energies.

4. Stagnation

Stagnation occurs when the initially excited electron does not interact strongly with other

atoms, or when the initial excitation is too delocalized to exert any significant force. The

first scenario is most likely to occur in trajectories arising from excitation into states very

near to the atomic 2s and 2p excitation energies, which are states at the outer edges of the

clusters that have little density inside the cluster.19 The second possibility most often occurs

in very delocalized states which tend to occur at the highest initial excitation energies.

In such trajectories it is not possible to unambiguously determine the end products and

so they were simply classified as indeterminate. They are not necessarily completely free

of interactions and on a much longer time scale (≫ 1 ps) the majority of the stagnated
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trajectories should fully dissociate.

Larger excited helium clusters, He∗n with n = 4 − 6, might be said to exist in a few

of the stagnated trajectories, however they are not stable with any finite amount of kinetic

energy. These result from very delocalized initial excitations and essentially no motion of the

atoms is observed over the length of the computed trajectories. In contrast, the trajectories

classified as forming He∗2 and He∗3 all had significant atomic motion and vibrational energy

throughout the trajectory.

C. Product distribution

Table I gives the number of trajectories resulting in each of the possible end products.

By the end of the calculated trajectories, 90% have dissociated to atoms, 3% to dimers,

< 0.5% to trimers and 7% are stagnant and indeterminate. At 242 fs, stagnated and

obviously dissociating trajectories were first allowed to terminate. At t = 242 fs just over

91% were classified as fully dissociating and the remaining trajectories were undetermined.

Thus only ≈ 1% of the dissociating trajectories from t = 242 fs ultimately experienced other

interactions and a different fate.

Focusing first on the 87 dimer-forming trajectories, 85% originate from the 8 − 11th

energy-ordered states. A further 10% arise from states 12 and 13 and the remaining 5%

from states 3-7. States 8-14 correspond to the lower energy range of the 2p−type states,

and originate from atoms on the outer edges of the cluster.19 Only states at the low end

of the 2p manifold are observed to produce dimers because those at the high energy end of

the spectrum either collide with too much energy to remain bound, or have very delocalized

states with small forces. Most of the dimers, 82, originate from p−type excitations while

only 5 occur after excitation into a 2s−type state.

The character of the dimers at the end of the trajectory is determined by the attachment

densities. 43 (49%) of the dimers end in π states, 21 (24%) in σ∗
s , 11 (13%) in π∗, 11 (13%)

in σs, and 1 (1%) in σpz . Vertically excited π states are prohibited from directly forming

σs dimers as seen from the dimer potential curve (fig. 2). Imagining that all excited states

rapidly decay to the lowest energy in the n = 2 band, the σs state would be highly favored.

However, due to symmetry restrictions, 75% of the n = 2 dimer states may not directly

access the σs state, with the result that the slightly higher energy π and σ∗
s states have
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much larger populations.

It is not possible to generalize much about the trimers because so few of them are formed.

In all trimers the minimal interatomic distance is significantly greater than that observed

for the dimers. If the atoms come too close together or with any significant amount of KE

the dimer is preferentially formed. Trimers only appear when the atoms approach slowly

and the atoms are always more separated than in the dimers. They also do not appear to

be fully equilibrated at the end of a 968 fs trajectory.

The end products for most trajectories are rapidly identified considering only the absolute

nearest-neighbor (NN) distances. Figure 9a shows the nearest neighbor distance as a function

of time for each excited state in the n = 2 manifold from one of the initial geometries. It is

clear that the majority of the trajectories result in fully dissociated clusters as indicated by

the steadily increasing NN distance.

When two atoms collide, their NN distance rapidly decreases and reaches a minimum well

below the equilibrium distance of 1.1 Å. All, save one, of the initial geometries had ≥ 1 of

its 28 excited states undergo a collision. Dimers as seen in fig. 9 have a periodic NN function

and can be identified by multiple minima below 1.1 Å which are separated by similar time

intervals. Once formed, most dimers persist until the end of the trajectory. However, there

are cases where something occurs, such as a collision of the dimer with another atom, and

the dimer ultimately dissociates to He + He∗.

To unambiguously identify trimers it is also necessary to consider the second nearest

neighbor (2NN) distances. Periodic behavior of both the NN and 2NN distances could

result from two separate oscillating dimers, a single trimer, or more generally from larger

clusters. The trajectory forms a trimer or larger excited cluster if the NN and 2NN distances

are periodic and share a common atom. This occurred in 11 of the 2800 trajectories, and

these were inspected individually to be certain that He∗3 was the largest excited cluster. It

is unsurprising we did not observe larger clusters because unexcited helium atoms are only

bound by weak dispersive forces, which are completely neglected in our calculations, and

He∗3 is already barely bound. The trimer is extremely fragile with respect to decomposition

into a dimer and an atom and this is also true for larger excited clusters. The case of

double dimers requires more energy than is available from the initial excitation and these

were observed only when γE was chosen to be too large to enforce energy conservation. In

principle energy is always conserved, however, because of the finite step sizes used in AIMD
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in practice this may not always be true. Furthermore, the possibility of having states with

similar character but differing energies, amplifies issues associated with energy conservation.

In the stagnated trajectories with indeterminable final products, the excitation may be

very diffuse, or on a non-interacting atom that is separated from the main cluster. As there

is no initial kinetic energy the pseudo-stability of the delocalized excitations from states near

the upper energy range of the n = 2 manifold is due to a lack of any motion. If propagated for

much longer times these states may ultimately result in clusters with interesting dynamics

but the majority will fully dissociate into atoms. Most commonly, stagnant trajectories

arise when the initial excitation that does not significantly interact with other atoms in

the cluster. These states contain only weak repulsive forces and eventually all separate

into atoms. Stagnation results in nearly unchanging NN distances, however, this is not a

sufficient condition to determine that a cluster is stagnate as the other five atoms may still

be dissociating.

Figure 9b shows the energies of all states from a single initial geometry. While much

of the same information from fig. 9a is contained in this plot, it is also possible to see

different final states of the dimer and the very small variations in the energy change for the

trimers. Furthermore, it also shows that many of the fully dissociating states are largely

parallel, which is consistent with the small number of state changes that arise from these

state-following trajectories (90% had ≤ 10 switches).

Overall, no statistically significant correlation was found between the initial geometry

and the final products. It was also not possible to reliably predict the end products based

on the atomic spread of the vertical excitations or from initial forces. The initial forces

are often quite small and slight changes can significantly affect the final outcome. As the

CIS forces are likely a bit weaker than the true forces, the ratio of product formation may

actually somewhat favor dimers and trimers as more trajectories will experience strong

collisions where full dissociation results. The energy and character of the initial states are

the crucial factors for predicting the products. Also interesting is the fact that most of the

product distribution, and thus the interesting dynamics, occur during the first quarter of

the trajectory ≈ 250 fs.
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D. Kinetic energy distribution

The maximum total kinetic energy distribution for all clusters is shown in fig. 10. This is

the difference in potential energy from the beginning and the end of the trajectories, for all

trajectory types. The clusters are launched with zero initial KE, thus, KE can only increase.

Most trajectories accumulate very small KEs, although the highest KE values extend to 2

eV. The peak at about 0.7 eV correlates with the energy gap between the atomic 2s and

2p states. It arises because trajectories initialized and propagated solely on the 2p (or 2s)

manifold do not develop significant KE, whereas trajectories which are initialized into a

2p−type state and transition to a state in the 2s manifold will on average gain about 0.7 eV

of KE. Note that for excited dimers, this distribution is a poor description because the end of

the trajectory is arbitrary in terms of the vibrational period and most of the KE is internal.

However, the small number of dimer forming trajectories means they do not significantly

affect the overall shape of fig. 10, and they are separately treated in more depth.

The KE distribution, from individual atoms in the fully dissociating clusters at the end of

their trajectories, is shown in fig. 11. The maximum amount of KE gained by a single atom

is about 0.7 eV which is again the difference between 2s and 2p states of He. Figure 11 also

includes the kinetic energy distribution considering only the atoms which carry all or part of

the excitation. These are the atoms preferentially detected in pump-probe experiments. The

distributions in fig. 11 are scaled to contain equal area and their mean values are statistically

indistinguishable. The excited atom KE distribution contains more atoms in the mid-range,

but has fewer atoms with very high or very low kinetic energies than the KE distribution of

all the atoms.

The kinetic energies of the final dimers are shown sorted by increasing total KE in fig. 12.

Here the KE for each dimer is computed at the potential minimum (1.1 Å), which is the

point of maximum internal KE. The internal KE is then taken as the difference in the

total and center of mass (COM) KE. The COM KE values are quite low, and it is readily

apparent that the primary portion of the dimer KE is from internal energy due to vibrational

excitation. The highest energies are around 2 eV, which also corresponds to the potential

well depth of the bound σs and π dimers (fig. 2). Figure 13 indicates the character of each

dimer and shows the internal energy of He∗2 as a function of the vibrational period. The

longest periods align with the largest internal energies and arise from π and σs states as
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may be expected from their broad potential wells (fig. 2). The other types of states are

all associated with much shorter periods, and therefore, less vibrational excitation. There

are two clear branches in this figure resulting from the difference in the minimum potential

energy of the π and σs states and the σ∗
s states.

E. Comparison To Experiments

Experimental data on the formation of excited neutral fragments after electronic exci-

tation of helium clusters are scarce. The ejection of Rydberg atoms and molecules from

electronically excited He droplets was first detected by the Möller group.68 The most de-

tailed studies to date employ ultrashort extreme ultraviolet (EUV) pulses to excited large

(Hen, n ≥ 106) droplets into electronic bands associated with n = 3, 4 manifolds. Neutral

intermediates and products are probed by ionization with a second pulse in the infrared

(IR) regime that is delayed with respect to the excitation on a femto- to picosecond time

scale.10,11 While the cluster sizes and excitation energy regimes in these measurements dif-

fer quite starkly from those discussed here, it is interesting to compare general trends and

product formation channels that are evident in both experiment and theory.11,12,19

The He7 clusters studied in this paper primarily undergo full dissociation forming 6 ground

state atoms and a single excited atom with a significantly smaller number of trajectories

resulting in He∗2 and He∗3. Experimentally, upon excitation into the n = 3, 4 manifolds,

atomic ions are also clearly the dominant detected species, accounting for more than 70%

of the signal from neutral product ionization.11 Dimers and trimers comprise most of the

remaining contribution to the signal with < 5% of the total ion signal due to trimers.11

We note that the atomic KE distributions calculated here (fig. 11) exhibit a qualitative

resemblance with low-energy contributions in experimentally determined Rydberg atom KE

distributions. It was previously speculated that these contributions may be due to multi-

body interactions that were not captured in a simplified cluster excitation model based on

an average, repulsive interaction of localized atomic excitations with the surrounding He

bath.11 The results presented here indicate that ab initio cluster calculations may be able

to unravel some of the physics that is responsible for product channels with low KE release.

The formation of dimers in our calculations proceeds on time scales comparable to the

dimer vibrational periods. This is also the time scale that seems to determine the product
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distribution. Interestingly, the estimated dimer vibrational periods are all ≤ 250 fs, which

is similar to the experimentally observed formation time of excited dimer fragments of 220

fs.11 While significantly more experimental and theoretical work is needed to understand the

intricate coupled electronic and nuclear dynamics in the cluster environment, it is encour-

aging that several common trends and benchmark values can be recognized in both types of

studies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The delicate and weak van der Waals attractions that bind helium clusters together are

strongly perturbed by electronic excitation of the cluster. In the n = 2 manifold, cluster

excited states blue-shift relative to the free atom by anywhere from near zero to over 0.5

eV,19 which is a driving force for at least partial dissociation of the cluster. While there

have already been intriguing experimental results probing the fate of excited clusters, there

have been no detailed atomistic simulations.5,9–12 This work begins to fill that gap.

Using small He7 clusters for computational tractability, we have investigated their fate by

ab initio molecular dynamics calculations after excitation into the n = 2 manifold. On the

1 ps timescale of the simulation, a large majority (90%) of the 2800 trajectories exhibit full

dissociation to 6 He + He∗, with kinetic energy releases commensurate with the blue shift

discussed above. A small fraction (3%) of the trajectories yield bound excited dimers, as

anticipated from the isolated dimer calculations where He∗2 is bound and acts as a He+2 core

and an outer Rydberg electron. An even smaller fraction (< 0.5%) of trajectories results in

trimers. The methods used are not quantitatively accurate, but even if the absolute percent-

ages vary, we anticipate that qualitative conclusions will be mostly unaltered. Higher level

theoretical methods incorporating electron correlation or non-adiabatic couplings should not

change the facts that a large majority of the clusters will still dissociate and most of the

dimer and trimer products will arise from the lowest energy 2p−type states. For these

7-atom clusters, we did not observe any statistically meaningful correlation between the

localization/delocalization of the vertical excitations, and the final products. Nor does the

initial localization seem to be strongly correlated with the energy. The most important

factors determining the fate of the clusters appear to be the energy and the character (s/p)

of the vertical excitation.
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In addition to overall statistics, we have reported on the dynamics leading to the dif-

ferent products, through illustrative trajectories. These results suggest the most important

dynamics occur during the first 250 fs, indicating that future work with larger clusters may

not require as long trajectories as used herein. The dissociation timescale, the kinetic energy

release, and the range of products all bear interesting and suggestive similarities to the exper-

imental results for n = 3, 4 excitations in clusters four orders of magnitude larger. Caution

is needed in such comparisons, of course, not just due to the previously discussed physical

differences, but also because of limitations in the trajectory simulations. These include the

relatively simple single-excitation treatment of the excited states and use of classical, largely

adiabatic state-following trajectories that do not properly treat the quantum nuclei or fully

describe non-adiabatic effects. Lacking experimental or more accurate theoretical data, we

assessed our method using a higher level of theory for the initial excitations. Another inter-

esting aspect that is not covered by our current results is an explicit time-scale for excitation

hopping. Accordingly, the present results leave plenty of opportunity for further work on

these fascinating systems.

V. SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Initial geometries and trajectory videos are available as supplementary information.
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FIG. 1: Density of states in He7 singlet excited state manifold (100 optimized ground state

geometries) with atomic excitation energies marked by vertical lines. The inset shows

weighting by oscillator strength.

Atoms Dimers Trimers Other

242 fs 2536 – – 264

968 fs 2509 87 11 193

TABLE I: Number of trajectories forming the given products. Most dissociate into

individual atoms, with some forming He∗2 and He∗3. “Other” refers to trajectories which

were not classifiable and primarily result from stagnated trajectories.
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FIG. 2: Potential energy curves of He2, with CIS/6-311(2+)G. All bound excited states

shown have a minimum at ≈ 1.1 Å and four dissociation limits are shown: He (1s)+ He

(1s), He (1s)+ He (2s), He (1s)+ He (2p) and He+(1s)+ He (1s). The He∗2 σs state nearly

parallels the He+2 curve except for the slight repulsion in the neutral dimer.
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(a) dissociating cluster (7) (b) collision (8)

(c) dimer with short period and low

vibrational energy (11)

(d) dimer with long period and high

vibrational energy (11)

(e) trimer formation (10)

FIG. 3: Sample Trajectories: blue initial point, red (large) final point. The number in

parentheses indicates the state populated in the initial excitation and corresponds to the

nth excited state in the singlet manifold of He7.
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(a) t = 0 fs (b) t = 121 fs (c) t = 181.5 fs (d) t = 242, 350.9 fs

FIG. 4: Attachment/detachment densities for the dissociating trajectory shown in fig. 3a.

The detachment (hole) densities are in red and and the attachment (particle) densities are

in blue. The initial excitation is into a superposition of 2s states and the excitation

ultimately ends on a 2s-atomic like state. The excitation moves about until about ≈ 200

fs. Note the atoms are slightly moved between t = 242 and t = 350.9 fs, but the excitation

appears the same.

(a) t = 0 fs (b) t = 60.5 fs (c) t = 90.75 fs

(d) t = 151.25 fs (e) t = 211.75 fs (f) t = 272.25 fs

FIG. 5: Attachment/detachment densities for the collision trajectory shown in fig. 3b. The

collision occurs between 90 < t < 120 fs and these plots show the initially delocalized 2p

superposition state localize onto 2 atoms and end on a single atom after the collision.
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(a) t = 0 fs (b) t = 121 fs (c) t = 242 fs (d) t = 302.5 fs

(e) t = 363 fs (f) t = 423.5 fs (g) t = 726 fs (h) t = 968 fs

FIG. 6: Attachment/detachment densities for the dimer forming trajectory shown in

fig. 3d. The trajectory shows the initially very delocalized 2p−type state localize onto a

dimer at t ≈ 240 fs and remain there.

(a) σs (b) σ∗
s (c) σpz

(d) π (e) π∗

FIG. 7: Attachment densities for each type of stable dimer found in the cluster

trajectories. All possible states are observed except the anti-bonding σ∗
pz which is barely

bound relative to He (1s)+ He (2pz).
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(a) t = 0 fs (b) t = 133.1 fs (c) t = 145.2 fs (d) t = 266.2 fs

(e) t = 278.3 fs (f) t = 423.5 fs (g) t = 484 fs (h) t = 544.5 fs

(i) t = 605 fs (j) t = 665.5 fs (k) t = 726 fs (l) t = 968 fs

FIG. 8: Attachment/detachment densities for the trimer forming trajectory shown in

fig. 3e. The initial excitation is into a 2p state localized on a single atom and ends in a

π-state spread over 3 atoms. At 130 fs the excitation begins spreading to nearby atoms,

and then exists for an extended period of time on the two non-adjacent atoms that

eventually become the end atoms of the excited trimer.
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(a) Nearest neighbor distances. Note the periodic oscillation of the dimers and

discontinuities due to the formation of trimers. Most trajectories ultimately dissociate

but one forms a dimer (periodic, yellow) and two form trimers (discontinuous, brown and

purple). Dimers may also be formed transiently as seen by the green trajectory.
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(b) Absolute potential energies. Two primary dissociation limits correspond to

He∗(2s)+6 He and He∗(2p)+6 He, the others are a state from He∗2 and He∗3. The dimers

experience much larger changes in energy and bond length than the trimers.

FIG. 9: Trajectories for each of the 28 states associated with a single initial geometry.
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FIG. 10: Kinetic energy of the trajectories at their end point. The total KE is the sum of

kinetic energies of all atoms in each cluster. The peak at 0.7 eV is due to relaxation from

the 2p manifold to the 2s manifold.
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FIG. 11: Kinetic energy distribution of all individual atoms and only the individual

excited atoms at the end points of the trajectories. The curves were scaled to equal area.
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FIG. 12: Kinetic energies of excited helium dimers including center of mass (COM) and

internal components. The KE was determined at the potential minimum, which has the

maximal KE. The internal KE is the difference of the total KE and the COM KE.
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FIG. 13: Period of dimer in femtoseconds vs. the internal energy of the dimer. The

variation in period arises from different electronic states and amounts of vibrational

excitation.
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